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The BAMED project
BAMED (Balloons in the Mediterranean) is funded by the CNES-TOSCA
and INSU/LEFE.
BAMED proposes to prepare new
aerostats and some accompanying deployment guidance to let environment
prediction model take advantage of
newly collected in-situ observations
above the Mediterranean Sea during
the HyMeX special observing periods
(SOP).
Various aerostats such as boundary layer super-pressurized balloons

Deployment strategies
The driftsonde is a CNES-NCAR stratospheric balloon platform holding a gondola that drops dropwindsondes on demand (Drobinski et al., 2006). These
collect extended vertical profiles with
good quality measurements of thermodynamic (T,Q,P) and wind variables.
Driftsondes would be useful to improve
large-scale, upstream, predictions and
allow to better planning the deployment of “downstream” observations.
Within BAMED/HyMeX, it seems natural to consider remote and upstream,
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The numerical tools developed to select
the deployment strategies are called
“targeting techniques”. These tools issue “targeting guidance”. In BAMED
we propose to use the KFS technique
(Kalman Filter Sensitivity, Bergot and
Doerenbecher, 2002).

des’ data. BLPBs typically measure insitu atmospheric variables (wind, T, P
and humidity and possibly, some class
of precipitation). Generally speaking,
one should consider trains of drifting
platforms (BLPB, micro-balloons and/or
driftsondes) to improve spatial sampling
(i.e. synchronous observations of a
structure of interest and its immediate environment - upstream and downstream).

generating more or less violent precipitation as a result. The deployment of
stations on the surface of the sea is difficult and necessarily very limited, so
an “indirect” estimate of air-sea fluxes
from measurements of mean parameters in the surface layer, as could be carried out by Aeroclippers, (Duvel et al.,
2009) offers a particularly attractive alternative.

The estimation of heat flux at the sea
surface (e.g. latent heat flux) is a critical
component of this program. This is the
process by which the air masses charge
moisture when passing above the sea,

The targeting tool

similarities with the forecast sensitivity
to observations (Cardinali, 2009), but
it does mainly focus on the predicted
analysis variance associated with the
variational algorithm that is used to assimilate the data from both the routine
and supplementary observations. The
technique can either predict sensitive
areas or forecast uncertainty reduction.
Both products will be interfaced with
some back-trajectory tools in order to
select the launch dates for the boundary layer balloons. The KFS is currently
being refined. Figure 2 shows a typical
result obtained with the ARPEGE model
at Météo-France.

tating Cévenols (Nuissier et al., 2008;
Lebeaupin et al., 2009). However, observations at high spatial and temporal resolution and low over the Mediterranean Sea are lacking. Measurements
made by BLPB or micro-balloons and
launched from a suitable place (determined by a targeting tool) would provide
a better description of the low-level flow
and their assimilation could contribute
to a better quantitative prediction of precipitation over the Mediterranean Sea
and surrounding lands.

Studies have shown the importance of
air-sea interactions in the understanding and prediction of events precipi-

Adaptive observation

possibly overseas (USA and Canada),
launching sites.
Such deployments
would also benefit T-NAWDEX. Sharing resources with T-NAWDEX would
ease the deployment of such platforms,
knowing that the predictability of the
stratospheric flow above the Atlantic
and the high air traffic in the area would
make the exercise difficult anyway.
The “downstream” adaptive observations can be, for instance, the BLPB
or some micro-balloons, deployed at a
smaller scale. These would support
NWP systems that would have already
benefited from the upstream driftson-

Predicting trajectories
The drift of 300 balloons at 50 and 100 hPa, from 5
launching sites on the East Coast of the USA have
been simulated. The launching sites level from
North to South: St-Johns (Newfoundland), Boston,
Virginia Beach, Jacksonville and Miami.
On the 2-months period (September to Octo-

In meteorology, adaptive observation

ber 2001) the trajectories spread over almost the
whole North Atlantic Ocean. To assess the impact
of the choice of a given launching site, the probability for a balloon to cross the Atlantic Ocean, w.r.t
an “European” longitude (i.e. “good” balloon), is
computed first.
More “good” balloons are detected at 100 hPa.
Figure 3 illustrates the simulated trajectories, for
each launching site, 10 “good” balloons trajecto-

Since AMMA & VASCO feedbacks, new
BLPB requirements and specifications
have been defined. The data availability & timeliness has to be increased to
90% of the lifetime of the balloon thanks
to new sensors with appropriate protections, performances and robustness.
Real time data transmission is needed
for assimilation in NWP systems. The
revised sampling strategy distingishes
short sampling periods (1 to 4 minutes)
in vertical excursions and a loose sampling (15-20 minutes) otherwise. To filter sampling noise on T, P and Humidity, 6 10sec. samples are averaged over
1 minute and a 2nd average is possible
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The KFS is the targeting tool currently
developed at CNRM-GAME. It shares

Figure 2. Sensitive area derived from the
KFS on a windstorm case of Dec. 2005, in
ARPEGE. Various deployments of
radiosoundings are tested. These simulated
sets are either spread over the sensitive
area at various moment of the 6h 4D-Var
analysis window (SRS), or based on existing
RS sites that do not operate on that day at
18Z (SRR). An off-sensitive area deployment
is also tested (lavender squares): the related
expected reduction of the forecast error in
the circle 30 hours later is negligible.

from 1 to 20 minutes
The main technical issues is to control
flight level to avoid any collapse into
the sea. Flight being not isopycnal a
the double envelope (air/helium) modifies the buoyancy (figure 5). Pumping
and releasing air reduces batteries’ lifetime, but Mediterranean flights are expected to be shorter than this.
Operation-wise, the problems with cross
envelope connections, access difficulties and balloon sealing on the old nacelle (inside the envelope) are solved
with the new nacelle split into 2 external
modules with wireless connections.
Safety-wise, recent changes in the security requirements imlplied to implement remote control and end of flight facilities.
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consists in the deployment of a limited
number of observing platforms in a few
pre-selected locations. The aim is to
improve, locally, the forecast resulting
of the analysis that takes the additional
data into account. Figure 1 shows the
chronology of the tasks in such real
time adaptive observation experiment.
In HyMeX SOPs, when observing low
predictability phenomena, the adaptive
observation can be of great help to organize the experiment and to ensure
that the observation means are in the
right place at right time in order to document the critical phases of the life cycle
of a meteorological feature (cyclogenesis, precipitation).

(BLPB), Aeroclippers, driftsondes are
considered.
These aerostats are
(partly) built and operated by the CNES,
which has a long experience with long
and high-level balloon flights. Lowlevel aerostats exist but have to be
improved to fit the specific objectives
of HyMeX. The BAMED project includes some technological development at CNES. Moreover, to optimize
the use of such observing platforms,
the project includes developments and
numerical studies about trajectography
and adaptive observation (targeting).

Figure 1. Principle of adaptive
observation. Real time is the diagonal
black arrow and simulated time is
depicted in horizontal blue arrows.
Vertical dotted red lines indicate the
time the forecasts are valid for. The
adaptive deployment can be either
scientific aircraft dropping
dropwindsondes, additional
radiosoundings, commercial aircraft
reports or drifting balloons. SAC means
Sensitive Area Computation (i.e.
targeting guidance computation).

Drifting balloons (BLPB and driftsondes) were used for the first time in the
AMMA and VASCO campaigns, however the combination with adaptive observation tools has not been attempted
yet. To achieve this in BAMED, trajectories and observations by simulated
aerostats have to be predicted as accurately as possible.

Figure 3.
Trajectories of 10
“good” balloons from
each launching site:
St Johns (red),
Boston (green),
Virginia Beach (navy),
Jacksonville (black)
& Miami (sky).

ries as well as the trajectories of the balloons corresponding to the minimum and the maximum arrival latitudes. Beware; the trajectories plotted from
each launching site do not correspond to the same
launching date.
Bars on figure 4 show the statistics obtained. At
100 hPa, the rate of “good” balloons reaches 75%
in the North and goes down to 30% in the South.
The crossing time can be as short as 2 days but

the mean is 5-7 days. The good point is that the
distribution of arrival latitude is nearly centred on
the Mediterranean basin. It appears that we have a
greater probability to have “good” balloons launching them from St Johns. The balloons trajectories
appear to be more disturbed in the south of the
domain. Whatever the launching site, the Atlantic
crossing time is quasi-similar, with even so, a clear
dependence on the travel distance, and the statistics of the arrival latitudes is very similar.
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Figure 4. The histogram show the statistics on Atlantic crossing time (left panel)
and European termination latitude of the driftsondes’ trajectories (right panel).
from each site, the bar show minimum, maximum and mean values. The blue
curve shows the rate of “good” balloons.
Figure 5: Diagram of
the new BLPB.
The BLPB new
platforms now exist in
the form of an
engineering design
and a qualification
model should be
operational by the end
of the year.

The BAMED project aims at proposing a reliable component of the experimental observing network of the Special Observing Periods
of HyMeX. The CNES is the main actor as
it builds and operates the platforms. Up to
now, the Boundary Layer Pressurized Balloon
(BLPB) has been the main upgraded platform.
But CNES also contributes to the driftsonde
platform that could be deployed within a joint
HyMeX-TNAWDEX effort.
Interfacing adaptive observation tools with
drifting platforms is a tough challenge as trajectory prediction introduces new uncertainty
sources within the prediction systems at both
synoptic and mesoscale.
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